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Obi ective: Plaeiarism/Malpractices Detection for Research Work

A. Definition of research malpractices

1. Plagiarism is defined as submitting one's own work, irrespective of intent to deceive,

which derives in part or in its entirety from the work of others, without due

acknowledgement. It is both poor grant and a break of scholastic trustworthiness 1.

2. Plagiarism involves copying of Phrases, clauses, sentences, paragraphs or longer extracts

from published or unpublished work (including from the Internet) that exceeds the

boundaries of the legitimate cooperation without acknowledgement of the source.

Plagiarism could be intentional (dishonest plagiarism) or non-intentional (negligent

plagiarism)2.

B.' Level of violation of good aeademic practices

Two level of violation of good academic practices is distinguished,

1. Minor plagiarism defined as a small amount of paraphrasing, quotation or use of
diagrams, charts etc. without adequate citation. Minor plagiarism may result from poor

scholarship (i.e. when a student, through inexperience or carelessness, fails to reference

appropriately or adequately identify the source of the material which they use).

2. Major violation are ruptures of scholastic respectability that are more genuine in nature

or that influence segment of the scholarly work contrasted and minor infringement.

Key examples are

o Deliberate, reckless or grossly negligent conduct which would clearly pose a

significant risk in one form or another to the integrity of the research.

o Extensive paraphrasing or quoting without proper citation of the source.

o Lifting directly from a text or other academic source without reference.

. The use of papers (or parts thereof) from essay banks, either downloaded from the

internet or obtained from other sources.

o Presenting another's designs or concepts as one's own.
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was initianv regarded as minor pragiarism despite

C.IIow to detect plagiarism

It is tlie p-.i*. responsibility of an institute or individual to distinguish original content

from plagiarized work. The detection of plagiarism is a judgment to be made by a person who

understands the subject and who is also aWare of the definition of plagiarism. Such person should

also be aware of the tools available to detect the plagiarism. Our institute has provided tool to

detect plagiarism.



Compliance statement

All students are required to submit a signed statement that they are aware of the plagiarism

policy of the institute and no part of their work be it assignment, term paper, project report, thesis

or dissertation etc. is not copied in any form and it is their own creation. The plagiarism declaration

form link is provided on website.

D. Procedure for handling alleged plagiarism

Procedural fairness and approval
The institute is focused on managing affirmed copyright infringement by any area of the

University people group as per the standards of procedural decency, including the privilege to: Be

informed of the allegations against them with sufficient detail, helps them to understand the precise

nature of the allegations, have a reasonable period of time to respond to the allegations against

. them and matter to be resolved in a timely manner.

Identification and assessment of alleged plagiarism

Where an advisory group identifies or is made mindful of asserted counterfeiting by any

individual, the inspector must report the charged copyright infringement to an engaged body which

affirms first if there is an unoriginality or not; on the off chance that it is, at that point whether it

is careless or deceptive write and what is the level of literary theft.

Committee
The committee consist of four members Principal, HOD of respective Department and

Subject Expert (2 member), who will investigate and decide the action to be imposed within 10

days from submission of report. The committee specialists will utilize the most ideal software gave

by UGC or National Knowledge Commission for recognizing the written falsification.
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